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Abstract: We argue that entrepreneurship emerged as a celebrated global cultural ideology
during the neoliberal era; it is a product of the intensified celebration of the individual as the
source of progress. As a result of these cultural roots, contemporary ideas of entrepreneurship are
constituted by intertwined dimensions that reflect the sacred status of individuals; namely, vision
and leadership. We illustrate our arguments about the expanded discursive celebration of
entrepreneurship and its dimensions using the empirical example of changes in the content of
Harvard Business Review articles over time. Our analysis of 13,117 abstracts and titles over the
period 1925 to 2019 show an early focus on concrete industry settings, followed by a period
dominated by formal organization and management, and then the rise of a focus on
entrepreneurship, vision, and leadership since the 1990s. As a cultural trend, the discursive
valorization of entrepreneurship is disconnected from the typical entrepreneurial experience (of
failure) and from actual founding rates of new ventures (which decline in recent years).
Moreover, the shift from liberal to neoliberal cultural ideologies supported a fundamental
transformation away from formal management and organization and towards leadership and
entrepreneurship. If the cultural foundations shift again, as recent global declines in democracy
and trade suggest may be occurring, we are likely to see changes in the nature of the favored
models for structuring economy and society.
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Entrepreneurship as Cultural Theme in Neoliberal Society

As a contemporary cultural matter, there is great exuberance around the idea of
entrepreneurship, over and above the actual creation of new organizational ventures. The
celebration cuts across sectoral boundaries and is by no means tied to economic organizations:
universities, hospitals, and charities are increasingly thought to be proper loci of the
entrepreneurial spirit. The promise of entrepreneurship also cuts across social forms: individuals
can be entrepreneurial, and (in an odd twist) so can long-established formal organizations and
their members and leaders. And it cuts across locales, often explicitly linked to globalization:
highly-resourced Silicon Valley, but also refugee camps in South Sudan and the remote subArctic are potential sites for entrepreneurship (for Kenya, see Weiss and Weber 2017).
Entrepreneurs now become “thought leaders” in the philanthropic world, and the entrepreneurial
paradigm becomes a celebrated policy model for national development (Ndemo & Weiss 2017a).
The glorification of entrepreneurship is particularly concentrated in recent decades – since the
1980s – and thus emerges during the triumphal “neo-liberal” period in global society following
on the end of communism. We see the connection between neoliberalism and entrepreneurship as
direct, and in this paper provide an explanatory account of the linkage. We argue that the rise of
neoliberal culture expands older models of modern formal organization, partly replacing earlier
emphases on management and administration with images of empowered and expansive hypermanagement and hyper-organization (Bromley & Meyer 2015, 2021): The result is a
transformation that turns the old suspect rule breaker, or troublesome con man, into the current
heroic entrepreneur and a visionary disruptive innovator (Godin 2019).
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The Celebration of Entrepreneurship
There are many indicators of the recent widespread valorization of entrepreneurship in
cultural settings and institutions. As one illustration, Figure 1 shows a Google ngram of the
relative frequency of the appearance of the word “entrepreneurship” in English language books
published between 1850 and 2008. There is a slow increase starting after World War II, and then
a dramatic uptick from the 1980s. As another example, entrepreneurship has recently become a
vibrant area of study on university campuses. Systematic data are difficult to assemble, but one
estimate suggests that the number of on-campus entrepreneurship programs offered in American
universities has increased from roughly 200 in 1990 to more than 2,000 by 2014 (see
Entrepreneur Middle East Website 2017; also Kuratko 2005). Other estimates tell a similar story
of expansion on several dimensions: (1) Degree and diploma offerings on entrepreneurship in the
U.S. grew fivefold, from around 100 formal majors, minors, and certificates in 1975 to roughly
500 programs in 2006 (Prior 2014; Kaufman Foundation Website 2015). (2) Course offering on
entrepreneurship grew even more: In 1985 one count has it that about 250 courses were offered
at campuses across the nation while in 2008 the number was 5,000 (Prior 2014; Kaufman
Foundation Website 2015). (3) Entrepreneurial aspirations are also growing. The number of
U.S. freshmen wanting to be entrepreneurs doubled between 1975, when 1.5 percent of college
freshmen reported wanting to own a business, and 2008, when 3.3 percent reported this as a goal
(Prior 2014; Kaufman Foundation Website 2015).

[Figure 1. Relative frequency of word “entrepreneurship”
in Google Ngram Corpus, 1850-2008]
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Moreover, the “entrepreneurial revolution” is global, even (or perhaps especially) in
emerging economies like Kenya there are highly ceremonial displays of enthusiasm (Ndemo &
Weiss 2017b; Weiss & Weber 2017). Another study reports that entrepreneurship programs are
now found on every continent except Antarctica (Winkel et al 2013). As an example, in 2017 an
entrepreneurship training program was launched in South Sudan: “Using Harvard-based
methodology, [the training] comprises of a series of ten key “Personal Entrepreneurial
Competencies” represented by thirty behaviors that characterize successful entrepreneurs
worldwide” (UNDP 2017a). As it diffuses globally, entrepreneurship becomes touted not only as
an economic activity, but also as a cure-all elixir for broad civic and social ills: In India, for
instance, the creation of “entrepreneurial citizens” has become seen as the path to general
national development (Irani 2019).
Some lines of theory propose functional (often economic) explanations for the rise of
attention to entrepreneurship. In this view, entrepreneurs create new products and technologies
that spur and reflect market formation, generating new jobs and wealth (e.g. Audretsch et al
2006): That is, the cultural celebration simply reflects obvious economic benefits. Some studies
support the view that entrepreneurship is functionally effective; for example, Campos et al
(2017) find that the self-employed in West Africa increase sales and profits more if they are
taught entrepreneurial skills than formal business skills. However, the evidence is mixed. For one
thing, recent critiques highlight problematic sides to entrepreneurship: The high failure rates of
entrepreneurship may be destabilizing to an economy if pursued at scale (Lamm 2017), and the
pursuit of dramatic visions can easily slip into narcissism and excessive risk-taking (Wales et al
2013). Today’s entrepreneurial heroes easily become tomorrow’s failures, villains, or fools
(Aldrich 2011). It is widely known that most innovation is unsuccessful; even in the U.S. perhaps
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as many as nine out of ten new ventures fail (Griffith 2014). For another thing, specific
entrepreneurship programs may have null or even negative consequences. For example, a recent
randomized control trial aimed at encouraging entrepreneurial attitudes in Tanzania found that
the intervention harmed school participation (Bjorvatn et al 2019). The authors conclude:
Administrative data show a strong negative treatment effect [of entrepreneurship
education] on school performance, and long-term survey data show that fewer treated
students continue schooling, but we do not find much evidence of an increase in business
ownership. The fact that an edutainment show for entrepreneurship caused the students to
invest less in education carries a general lesson to the field experimental literature by
showing the importance of taking a broad view of possible implications of a field
intervention (Bjorvatn et al 2019: 1).
We propose an alternative, world cultural, account for the contemporary glorification of
entrepreneurship, providing insight into why the celebrations of the model may outstrip its
enactment and benefits. A globalized cultural explanation helps explain: (a) the timing of
discursive expansion, focused on the broad neoliberal era; (b) the breadth of expansion, cutting
across sectors and spreading around the world; and (c) the nature of contemporary
entrepreneurship models, which are intertwined with a package of concepts (Goldberg & Stein
2018) – such as innovation, leadership, and vision – that give special status to individual agency
as central to social progress. Our account responds to calls to situate the study of
entrepreneurship within wider institutions in society rather than focusing on the psychological
traits of individuals (Veciana & Urbano 2008), and to contextualize the phenomenon within
wider management concepts rather than in isolation (Vecchio 2003).
Before turning to our arguments – and an empirical illustration of thematic changes in the
Harvard Business Review – we elaborate on the dimensions of contemporary models of
entrepreneurial management and organization, and provide a contrast with earlier formulations.
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Entrepreneurial Vision and Entrepreneurial Leadership
Neo-liberal globalization in a stateless world society (and one in which nation-state
charisma has declined) dramatically emphasized the rights and capacities of individuals (Elliott
2007, 2011, 2014). Moreover, individuals – as well as they organizations they create – become
constructed as “actors” (Meyer 2010; Hwang, Colyvas & Drori 2019). The term “actor” conveys
autonomy, purposiveness, and sovereignty; an actor is an entity that possesses its own identity
and should pursue its own goals without violating others’ sovereign status (King, Felin &
Whetten 2010; Bromley & Sharkey 2017). As actorhood expands as a property of individuals
and organizations, natural and social environments were rationalized and scientized, commonly
in market terms (e.g. Eikenberry & Kluver 2004). And widespread enactments of actorhood led
even purportedly rational structures, such as accounting practices and stock markets, to diffuse in
part ceremonially, spreading as cultural matters beyond their actual effectiveness (Power 1994;
Weber, Davis & Lounsbury 2009). An ideology of progress as produced by empowered actors
(rather than collectives) became central: the term hyper-management captures the themes
(Bromley & Meyer 2021).
The individual is seen as empowered in an expansively organized society, and an
empowered hyper-manager in organizational contexts, with entrepreneurship as a natural
component and outcome. Hyper-management builds up cultural and ideological support for
entrepreneurship: people with visions of innovative possibilities (rather than routine
administration), and the capacity to lead others toward the visions (rather than coercing them)
were idealized. Instead of simply managing organized activity effectively along established lines,
hyper-managers are understood to be capable and empowered of transformational action.
Overall, two dimensions are central. They capture ways in which the hyper-manager is
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envisioned as an empowered entrepreneurial actor, rising above mundane personhood, creating
social progress with expanded purposiveness and expanded capacity for discipline and
leadership.
Entrepreneurial Vision. Rationalized social environments were conceived in globalized
and scientifically universalized terms (markets in the economy, and pseudo-markets in
political, educational, medical, and even religious arenas). This created a greatly
enlarged space for aggressively innovative visions -- one core dimension of
entrepreneurialism. Empowered individual and organizational actors could -- and in this
scheme should -- have extended senses of purpose, mission, strategy, technical
possibilities, and potential resources with which to create great ends in expanded and
rationalized imagined environments. A mom-and-pop store can and should dream of
becoming a chain, and a chain of going multi-national.

Entrepreneurial Leadership. (a) The enlarged neoliberal picture of the capacities and
rights of individuals (and organizational hyper-managers) as empowered actors produced
and validated notions of the individual as potentially able to mobilize and lead others (as
well as an enlarged self). Leadership capacity could transcend narrow organizational
roles. (b) A modern environment filled with such legitimated “actors” both inside
organizations and in their environments is a world in which traditional imperative
authority is difficult. Ideals arise of entrepreneurial leadership operating through
charismatic influence and persuasion rather than raw power or imperative authority.
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We turn now to analyze the development of the forces producing the contemporary
expansion of the ideologies celebrating entrepreneurialism. These doctrines cannot reasonably
be seen as arising from the exigencies of immediate experience fraught with much failure:
instead, they are better seen as models of general human progress in a stateless neoliberal world
society.

Argument

Before World War II, progress in the liberal world was thought to come from titans of
industry (or robber barons) presiding over more inert bureaucratic organizations: entrepreneurs
of an earlier sort (Lowenthal 1984; Mizruchi & Marshall 2016). Sometimes, less liberal models
were involved, with faith in a Party, a Fuehrer, or perhaps populist Democracy. Formal
bureaucracy formed the structural basis of some large corporations and of course national states,
and there were efforts to systematize production lines and corporate systems. In parallel, small
businesses went about the mundane tasks of survival and growth, studied by a disparate group of
scholars unconnected by a shared paradigm as in the later field of “entrepreneurship” (Aldrich
2012). In all cases, large and small, solutions were envisioned as largely linked to concrete
settings; specific companies, social arenas, industries, and countries required their own
approaches. And organizations were thought to operate within fixed institutional structures (e.g.
well-defined national industries, markets, and legal systems). In both liberal and illiberal realms,
early visions of progress were specific and substantive (e.g., the assembly line producing
automobiles). Ideas of simple efficiency, in business and other structures, are seen as relatively
inert – machine-like, as with early scientific management ideals (Shenhav 1999).
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World War II stigmatized statisms and corporatisms, and strengthened liberal models.
Progress was to come from rational, effectively-managed organizations (e.g., IBM, Bell Labs,
General Motors). Organization theory arose, replacing earlier conceptions of inert bureaucracy,
and models of contemporary organization, administration, and management spread around the
world (Guillen 1994; Sahlin-Andersson & Engwall 2002). These models stressed organizations
as managed actors, with emphasis on rational decisions, management, and R&D innovations, but
as enclosed in and constrained and empowered by wider legal and social contexts (March &
Simon 1958). Social scientific emphases on efficiency, control, and rationality become more
central, and the environment was reconceptualized as a context that can be understood in
strategic and planning terms (Hwang 2006).
After 1990, triumphal post-communism, globalization, and the world of less-legitimated
and bounded national-states provide contexts for expanded hyper-organization and its hypermanagerial conceptions and models – supporting ideals of entrepreneurial individuals (and the
organizations they create) making decisions and leading others on enlarged scales (Bromley &
Meyer 2015). In a cultural context of empowered individualism, progress is seen to require and
result from entrepreneurial creativity and energy. Without that, political and economic
organization by itself is criticized as stultifying. Entities and leaders are imagined as autonomous
actors with multi-faceted identities, purposes, rights, and capabilities. And they operate in a
complex, ambiguous world of other many other actors (i.e. stakeholders). In this hypermanagerial period, entrepreneurial vision and leadership are dramatized, and contrasted with
ordinary management and administration -- everyone is thought able to have vision and create
innovation, and everyone can be a leader (in theory). In this envisioned expansive world, new
economic and social markets provide opportunities which enterprising individual and
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organizational actors can exploit. In sum, the principles of contemporary entrepreneurship
emerged out of ideas of modern Western societies (Brandl & Bullinger 2009) – but these
universalistic principles have now globalized far beyond their origins.

The broad historical developments reviewed above provide a general explanation of the
rapid growth of entrepreneurship ideology in multiple sectors on a global basis. Our core
argument is this: Celebrations of entrepreneurial vision and leadership emerge from globalizing
liberal and neoliberal ideologies of empowered actorhood. The valorization of entrepreneurship
is thus associated with (neo) liberal cultural conditions, over and above any functional needs or
benefits. Empirically, this argument can be examined in many concrete settings:

First, the historical evolution sketched above outlines time periods that should be linked
to changes in the nature and diffusion of managerial models, with an expansion of
entrepreneurship especially since the 1990s.

Second, increases over time are expected to appear worldwide (though obviously to
varying degrees, as we note below). The globalization of neoliberal culture generates a
global wave of rhetoric around hyper-management that stretches into distant locales (e.g.
“Entrepreneurship in a Remote sub-Arctic Community,” Dana 1995). One can study the
similarity of global trends across a highly diverse set of countries over time.

Third, emphases are likely to be higher in aggressively liberal polities such as the United
States and the United Kingdom.
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Fourth, with the globalization of (neo)liberal culture, emphases are likely to be strong
among international organizations-- core carries of world culture (Boli & Thomas 1999).

Fifth, emphases are likely to be strongest in fields and organizational settings that are
most exposed to expanded global comparisons (e.g. various Silicon Valleys around the
world, “world class” universities, technology industries, medical and educational
systems).

These arguments can be tested using historical data, but our claims also carry a prediction
for the future. Neoliberalism may well have run its course, and anti-liberalisms get more space in
global society (Bromley et al. 2019; Schofer et al. 2018). If this continues, entrepreneurship
ideologies may decline. Past systems looked at unchecked entrepreneurship quite negatively
(Godin 2019), and it is easy to find justifications for such critical reactions now: the failure and
fraudulence associated with the entrepreneurial society may not be so widely admired. Even
now, the image of Mark Zuckerberg may be more negative than formerly (e.g. see the growing
numbers of critical press articles such as Egan 2019).
These arguments suggest research designs with the goal of describing and explaining
variation in models of organized activity over time (e.g. management, entrepreneurship) and
across contexts. And the arguments particularly suggest looking to changes in institutionalized
cultural models. For example, settings for dependent variables could include observations of
education systems (curricular content, program offerings), job descriptions, or discourses in guru
& management literatures. Rates of change in entrepreneurial practice, although partly affected
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by cultural ideals, are also partly independent matters: As with other cultural models, decoupling
is routine (Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Bromley & Powell, 2012). To explore the matter, we provide
a preliminary illustration using the contents of management articles.

An Illustration: Content in the Harvard Business Review
Setting
To give an empirical illustration, we examined the abstracts and titles of articles
published in the Harvard Business Review (HBR) over the course of the magazine’s history. We
wanted to see whether the broad themes suggested in our discussion above appear in the contents
of the magazine: an early emphasis on concrete cases, followed by later emphases on
organization, administration, and management, and then a post-1980s rise of discourse on
entrepreneurship, vision, and leadership.
Our sample includes 13,117 abstracts and titles over the period 1925 to 2019. We
selected the HBR for two reasons. First, its long publication history combined with the
availability of older issues in electronic format allows us to leverage computational methods to
weigh our historical arguments. Second, the HBR is a compelling setting for content analyses in
its own right because of its pre-eminent status in the field: A discussion in The Economist
described it as “a publication which almost single-handedly defines the agenda for management
debate” (Economist 2000). It was launched in 1922 with an initial print run of 6,000 copies
(Kirby 2012). By 2019 circulation had reached 339,919 subscribers and newsstand buyers
(Harvard Business School Website 2019). Although founded by the Harvard Business School,
since the mid-1990s the HBR has operated independently. In 1994 it was established as a wholly
owned subsidiary of Harvard University; the faculty advisory board was disbanded and since
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then its editorship has been held by non-faculty people (Kirby 2012). Contributing authors
consist of a wide range of academics, practitioners, and thought-leaders. According to one report,
at least since the mid-1950s authorships are approximately distributed as follows: 20 percent
from Harvard faculty, 20 percent from faculty at other universities; 40 percent from business
executives, and 20 percent from lawyers, government officials, labor leaders and (increasingly)
consultants (Kirby 2012). Overall, the HBR occupies a unique niche as a valued source of
management advice that spans the worlds of academic and applied knowledge (Spector 2006;
Schulz & Nicolai 2015).
To analyze changes in management discourse we first selected terms based on our
theoretical arguments, starting with obvious suspects such as manager, entrepreneur, innovation,
and leadership. To ensure we did not omit any important terms, as an additional step we looked
at the highest frequency words in article titles in each decade and added terms that related to the
concepts of management and hyper-management. For each word, we searched for a word stem to
capture multiple permutations of a word (e.g. “innovat” to capture innovator, innovation, and
innovate). The final list included 22 management terms and 19 hyper-management terms; the
word stem used for each term is shown in Table 1.
[Table 1. List of management and hyper-management word stems]
To systematically analyze the prevalence of terms, we calculated the percent of all
abstract words each year that are stems for terms associated with the concepts of management
and hyper-management. Our sample includes 13,117 abstracts, and each abstract’s word count
encompasses all non-stop words, including adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. To show the trend
over time, we plot the average percent of abstract words within each year that are captured by
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our concepts. Our computational approach is similar to Tsai et al (2012), who describe annual
frequencies of keywords in HBR abstracts focusing on named entities (businesses and
individuals).

The Pre-management and Pre-organization Period

Our arguments suggest that in a first phase of management literature, centered on
bureaucracies led by “titans,” the focus will be on concrete entities embedded in a fixed
institutional system. For example, we expect that national markets and national regulatory
environments play a stronger role in this early period. And we expect that early visions of
scientific management will be envisioned as improving processes in specific organizations or
industries. Overall, business entities and the depiction of their management are expected to be
linked to particular substantive areas of business, relative to the highly abstract and globalized
processes that evolve later (i.e. organizational and then entrepreneurial). As an indicator, we
consider the percent of HBR articles that refer to a specific nation-state or industry (drawn from
the descriptive details that accompany each abstract, rather than the abstract text itself).

[Figure 2. Percent of articles referring to a specific industry or nation-state]

Consistent with our argument, Figure 2 shows a sharp decline in the percent of articles
referring to a specific nation-state or industry. In HBR’s early years, 50-80 percent of articles
listed at least one specific industry code and/or at least one country. The percent of articles
identified as linked to a specific industry drops steadily from the early 1940s, down to about 25
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percent of current articles linked to a specific industry code today. The percent of abstracts that
discuss a specific country falls during the same period, and is approaching zero today. These
rough indicators provide suggestive evidence that contemporary management philosophies are
imagined as far more universalized and abstract than earlier ones. 1
Examples of titles from these early articles helps convey their concreteness, shown in
Column 1 of Table 2. HBR articles routinely name specific industries and geographic locations,
and convey industry-specific substantive expertise. For example, we can learn about “The Indian
market for cotton goods” (1925), “The mail-order policies of a department store” (1923), or “The
quick-freezing process and the distribution of perishable goods” (1930). Naturally, not every
article in the early decades of HBR reflected such concrete settings. This was, after all, the dawn
of the era of scientific management – and the creation of the journal itself reflects a move
towards generalized knowledge. As early as 1923, there are articles such as, “The general
question of extent and method of control under scientific management,” “The statistical control
of business activities,” and “Principles of marketing.” But, as we discuss next, these modern
depictions of organizational management peak later.
The Post-War Rise of Management and Organization Theory
[Figure 3. Percent of HBR abstract words using management terms]
The broadly liberal post-war period, from the 1950s through the 1980s, generated the
rapid expansion of modern management and organization theory in HBR discourse, as shown in
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As a robustness check, we also plotted these trends as the average number of uses (of a specific
industry term or nation-state) per abstract and find similar trends.
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Figure 3.2 By “management” we refer to the supervision of rationalized and stabilized
organizational structure: the contrast is with the earlier emphasis on particular organizations and
contexts, and with the later rise of notions of entrepreneurial “leadership.” As an example of the
latter, an HBR article provides “three tests that will help you decide if you’ve made the shift from
managing people to leading them” (Nayar 2013). In this article, management is characterized as
counting value, employing lines of power (i.e. formal reporting structures), and employing
traditional authority. In contrast, leadership involves creating value, expanding one’s circles of
influence outside formal reporting lines, and the ability to motivate others
From the mid-1950s through the early 1990s, terms linked to standard understandings of
management and organization are at a peak, capturing in the range of 4 to 7 percent of all HBR
abstract words. The word “management” is the most dominant word in this corpus, and largely
drives the overall trend, including a dip in the 1970s. But other common terms like “control” and
“organization” are also consistent with the overall argument of a peak before the 1990s, showing
either a steady decline over time or an inverted U shape (see Figure 4). Since the early 1990s
management-related words have become far less common in HBR abstracts. Indeed, the terms
management and administration can take on, in the neo-liberal period after 1990, something of a
negative tone – analogous to the negative imagery associated with bureaucrats and bureaucracy
in the overall post-war period. HBR titles come to include things like a 1997 title, “What’s wrong
with strategy”, or a 2017 title, “Leading, not managing, in crisis.” And the data certainly show
declines in the centrality of such concepts.
[Figure 4. Percent of HBR abstract words using terms “organiz”, “manag”, “control”]
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This parallels shifts in the world’s economy toward large-scale organizations involved in
multiple activities and industries. Changes in practice undoubtedly affect changes in theory.
Our stress is on the centrality of theory and ideology in the evolution of organizational structures.
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The Neo-Liberal Period and the Rise of Hyper-Management and Entrepreneurship
As reviewed above, the period following on the end of communism produced a
triumphalist neo-liberal reaction (compare Ruggie 1982 with Ruggie 1998). Imageries of a
global society in rationalized globalized markets and pseudo-markets supported a greatly
enhanced picture of the capacities of creative individuals and organization to transform the
world. Hyper-managerial models arise, transcending the older more limited visions of
management and administration (Bromley & Meyer 2021). They envision all levels of
organization with a new spirit -- and extend beyond formal organization to ideologies of
entrepreneurship. Expansive themes arise – of transformational leadership (e.g. Burns 1978 &
Bass 1985; Bass 1990; Bass & Riggio 2006), distributed leadership (Harris 2009; Spillane 2012),
collaborative leadership (Hallinger & Heck 2010), and emotional leadership (Humphrey 2002;
Goleman et al 2013). These contemporary models of leadership emphasize dispersed authority
and holistic attunement to individual needs. Hyper-managers are charismatic, innovative
entrepreneurs and leaders, while regular managers are guardians of administration.
In reality, complex causal relations can be seen between standard management and
hyper-management: the routinization of the charisma of the latter expands the role of the more
normal. And conversely, expanded functions of management in complex organizations creates
the more exotic aspects of hyper-management imagery to resolve the enlarged conflicts – and
conflicts among increasingly empowered internal and external actors – involved. But in the
inflamed cultural imagination of the neo-liberal period, management and hyper-management are
set as rhetorical opposites. Thus, the Wall Street Journal Guide to Management sets up a
contrast between management and true entrepreneurial leadership. Leaders innovate (not
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imitate), disrupt (not accept the status quo), advance originality (not conformity), do the right
thing (not do things right), focus on people (not systems), inspire trust (not exercise control), and
keep an eye on the horizon (not the bottom line) (Murray 2010).
This period marks the heyday of entrepreneurial ideology, when it is valorized not just as
a concrete economic activity, but as a broad cultural good in a wide swath of settings. In large
corporations, unlikely locales for fostering an entrepreneurial spirit, workers are encouraged to
become “social intra-preneurs” (Davis & White 2015), and generally “intrapreneurship”
becomes touted as a tool for increased firm performance (Carrier 1996). Across civil society,
social entrepreneurship becomes highly celebrated (Mair & Marti 2006). And innovative
entrepreneurship becomes linked to international development as the path to modernity and
progress (Christensen et al 2019). As entrepreneurship expands into a wide cultural good, it
becomes more enmeshed with related concepts such as leadership and innovation – together
these foci transform older depictions of management and organization into what we call hypermanagement and hyper-organization. Figure 5 shows a steady increasing the percent of hypermanagement words in HBR abstracts starting in the 1980s and continuing through the first
decade of the 2000s, where they represented about 3.5% of all abstract words.

[Figure 5. Percent of HBR abstracts using hyper-management terms]

In Figure 6 we present trends for several key terms in the hyper-management category –
entrepreneurship, leadership, and innovation – which all show an increase over time, consistent
with the trend in the overall measurement of hyper-management. In line with our findings, in a
study of six leading academic management journals, Busenitz et al (2003) find a significant
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increase in publications on entrepreneurship between 1985 and 1999, as do Ireland et al (2005) in
a study of the Academy of Management Journal from 1963 to 2005. Our findings echo this
trajectory, but our arguments and this preliminary evidence also indicate that entrepreneurship is
just one concept in an inter-related set of cultural beliefs that together constitute a new expansion
in the organization and management paradigm. Entrepreneurship goes hand-in-hand with
innovation, leadership, and various other constructs that indicate the valorization of individual
agency, equality, and identity, such as gender, diversity, creativity, and communication.

[Figure 6. Percent of abstracts using hyper-management terms “entrepreneur”, “leader”, “innov”]

Robustness Checks, Limitations & Future Research

To consider the robustness of our findings, we examined the trends in several additional
ways: all results are available upon request. First, we considered the presence or absence of the
relevant terms in article titles (rather than abstracts). For title analyses, we also included titles
from the Academy of Management Journal and McKinsey Quarterly, to consider trends in
several publications. The latter two sources begin publication only in 1958 and 1965,
respectively, and so do not include the earliest period of our study. But overall, the trends in titles
and in three different publications also show evidence of decreasing emphases on management
and increasing emphases on hyper-management.
Second, we considered trends in HBR looking at the proportion of keywords linked to the
articles rather than the proportion of keywords in the abstracts. The trends are very similar, but
the proportions are far higher for keywords than for words in abstracts. Up to 20% of keywords
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were linked to our concepts, but less than 1% of total abstract words were; this is simply due to
the greater number of words in abstracts. The centrality of our concepts as keywords indicates
their importance overall.
Third, the limitations of our paper suggests many additional opportunities for research.
Using computational text analysis methods, it would be valuable to extend our preliminary foray
by considering the co-occurrence of various terms within abstracts over time to gain a deeper
understanding of the ways the meaning of terms change over time -- and whether clusters of
words relate to a latent construct. Similarly, it would be useful to perform a sentiment analysis
on the terms to understand the extent to which older (or newer) models are critiqued. For
example, Suàrez et al (2020) show that “entrepreneurs” are discussed with more positive
sentiment than “executives” in the New York Times and Financial Times in the period since
1999.
Discussion & Conclusion
Until several decades ago, the rate of new business foundings in the U.S. increased in
parallel to its cultural celebration in discursive and educational systems. And other countries
have seen expansions as well (e.g. Bosma et al 2020). In recent decades founding rates have
declined in many locations, but discursive celebrations continue and extend far beyond plausible
enactment.
Thus, the discourse now has an ambiguous relationship to establishing (and succeeding
at) actual entrepreneurial ventures. This signals the contemporary cultural character of
entrepreneurial ideology. The inconsistency (or decoupling) between cultural ideology and
ongoing practice may reflect a disjunction in modern society. It is commonplace to see
contemporary society as dominated by organizations (see Davis 2009 for a discussion). But it is
20

increasingly common to note that organizations have little reality as unitary bodies filled with
masses of cooperating personnel, and are made up of internal and especially external networks
(Davis 2016). The myth of the entrepreneur – an enlarged and organized person or group in
itself – may help conceptually resolve this disjunction, while enlarging it in practice. Vast
numbers of people and groups, often highly schooled, legitimately imagine themselves as
purposive and coherent structures and important constructors of Progress. They are themselves
organizations, and organized parts of other organizations. If we count all these people and
groups – now empowered, rationalized and internally differentiated – as organizations, the
inconsistency between ideology and organizational counts disappears. It is replaced by
inconsistency between theory and practice: the unrealistic pretenses of organized modern persons
and groups -- have always been extreme. But if we counted as organizations all the people
posturing as, in some fashion, entrepreneurs, rates of foundation would now be very high – in the
United States, but also as it turns out, in Kenya (Weiss and Weber 2017).
In this light, consider the entrepreneurship training program launched in South Sudan in
2017 (UNDP 2017a). The same year in South Sudan over 80 percent of the population lived on
less than one US dollar per day, illiteracy rates topped 70 percent and over 40 percent of the
population was severely food insecure (UNDP 2017b). Given the failure rates of new enterprises
in supportive conditions, the prospect of using entrepreneurship as tool for individual and
national development in South Sudan seems daunting. Aldrich and Yang (2012) insightfully
note that the very high failure rate of startups is an inevitable consequence as the cultural
celebration of entrepreneurship comes to outstrip our understanding of how to successfully teach
such skills.
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Even in the heart of Silicon Valley entrepreneurship education may not have its intended
effects (National Bureau of Economic Research Website 2016): Research using the Stanford
University Innovation Survey, which asks about entrepreneurship-related activities of Stanford
degree-holders, examines the entrepreneurship consequences of Stanford University's two major
entrepreneurship programs founded in the mid-1990s: the Stanford Technology Venture Program
in the Engineering School and the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies in the Business School.
The findings indicate that the business school program decreases, or at most had no effect on
entrepreneurship. Participation in the engineering school initiative had no effect on
entrepreneurship. More sinisterly, some interventions may be harmful to individuals and society,
as in a recent study showing entrepreneurship education led to decreased school persistence in
Tanzania (Bjorvatn et al 2019). At a minimum, a celebration of entrepreneurship in its own right
is wrong-headed because it loses sight of the more fundamental purpose of achieving some goal
(which might be best accomplished via an existing organization), as argued in the HBR article,
“Too Much Entrepreneurship is a Bad Thing” (Taylor 2011).
Our arguments posit that the rise of liberal and neoliberal cultural ideologies underpin
these changes in management models. Thus, if the cultural foundations shift again, we are likely
to see further changes in depictions of management and organization. Speculatively, we may be
entering a post-liberal era with pushback on many liberal institutions. The world is becoming
less democratic (Diamond et al 2015), populism is on the rise (Norris & Inglehart 2019), and
civil society is under attack (Bromley et al 2019). Although the trends are hardly definitive, the
last year or two of our study does indeed show a decline in emphases on hyper-management. At
a minimum, future research should consider the likelihood (or extent) of pushback on hypermanagerial and hyper-organizational models.
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In any case, our reflections and data on the recent wave of entrepreneurial ideology calls
attention to importance of the cultural base of the whole movement. An enormous amount of
change in education, media celebration, business literature, consulting activity and very real
organizational structures has been predicated on what has many properties of a social movement
or cult. A very distinctive theory of global social progress has created this binge of activity. It is
interesting to contemplate what future social movements – in a global context in which non- or
anti-liberal forces gain standing – might be predicated on similar social movements. Currently, it
appears that traditional authority (and authoritarianism) is seen as attractive in organizations of
all sorts (certainly national states). If that is the organizational future, it may make the recent
celebrations of entrepreneurialism look good in retrospect.
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Figures & Tables
Management
(22 terms)
account
administer
benchmark
control
corporat
decision
evalu
hierarchi
incent
manag
market
monitor
organiz
perform
plan
profit
report
routin
sharehold
standard
structur
system

Hyper-management
(19 terms)
brand
charisma
collabor
creat
cultur
divers
empower
entrepreneur
gender
ident
imag
innovat
leader
partner
risk
strategy
transpar
val
vision

Table 1. List of Management and Hyper-Management Word Stems
Note: Listed in alphabetical order. When a word stem was needed, we selected the term used
above based on a visual inspection of results. For example, for the term “leadership”, “lead”
sometimes took on alternative meanings and so we opted to use “leader.”
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Pre-management
• Budgetary control of expense in
department stores (1923)
• Distribution policies of tire manufacturers
(1923)
• The mail-order policies of a department
store (1923)
• Cotton forecasting: A method of
determining in November the advisability
of holding the crop (1924)
• Policy of a shoe manufacturer with regard
to special orders (1925)
• Position of the inspection department in an
organization manufacturing electrical
goods (1925)
• Distribution policy of a hosiery
manufacturer (1925)
• Status of the purchasing agent in a
manufacturing organizations (1925)
• The Indian market for cotton goods (1925)
• Functions of municipal government which
affect business and industry (1926)
• The cattle industry and the tariff (1927)
• Cooperative retail buying in the drug and
grocery trades (1928)
• The economic and financial results of
British railway consolidation (1929)
• The quick-freezing process and the
distribution of perishable foods (1930)
• The steel container as a method of handling
freight (1930)

Management
• Marketing planning that gets things done
(1970)
• Rise of the corporate planning (1970)
• Cost/benefit analysis of executive
compensation (1970)
• Tailor incentive compensation to strategy
(1972)
• Cost effectiveness comes to the personnel
function (1973)
• Management science and business practice
(1973)
• How multinational should your top
managers be? (1974)
• Manage the customer, not just the sales
force (1974)
• What’s a PR director for, anyway? (1974)
• Skills of an effective administrator (1974)
• Strategy in managing international sales
(1974)
• How multinationals view marketing
standardization (1975)
• How effective managers use information
systems (1976)
• Employee growth through performance
management (1976)
• Shaping decisions with system analysis
(1976)
• Strengthening the functions of internal
auditors (1977)
• Organizing and staffing the personnel
function (1977)

Hyper-management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Putting leadership back into strategy (2008)
Innovation killers (2008)
When Teams Can’t Decide (2008)
Creativity and the Role of the Leader (2009)
Getting Brand Communities Right (2009)
Finding and Grooming Breakthrough
Innovators (2009)
Risk Gone Wild (2009)
Focus Intensely on a Few Great Innovation
Ideas (2009)
How GE is Disrupting Itself (2009)
Women and the Vision Thing (2009)
Fulfill the Dream of Leading a Nonprofit
(2009)
Innovation in Turbulent Times (2009)
Sustainability + Innovation (2009)
The Innovator’s DNA (2009)
How Hierarchy Can Hurt Strategy
Execution (2010)
Leadership in the Age of Transparency
(2010)
When to Co-Create, When to Go It Alone
(2010)
The High-Intensity Entrepreneur (2010)
How to Start and Entrepreneurial
Revolution (2010)
How to Bring out the Best in Your Boss
(2011)
Creating Shared Value (2011)

Table 2. Examples of Titles in Pre-management, Management, and Hyper-management Eras
Note: Article publication year in parentheses.
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"Entrepreneurship" as percentage
of all terms in corpus

0.0006
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
0

Year
Figure 1. Relative frequency of term “entrepreneurship” in Google ngram English
language book corpus, 1850-2008
Note: Figure ends in 2008 as that is the last year the book corpus provides comparable data.

Figure 2. Percentage of HBR articles identifying a specific industry or nation-state
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Figure 3. Percentage of HBR abstract words per year that are a management term
Note: Management terms include: account, administer, benchmark, control, corporat, decision,
evalu, hierarchi, incent, manag, market, monitor, organiz, perform, plan, profit, report, routin,
sharehold, standard, structur, system.
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“organiz”

“manag”

“control”

Figure 4. Percentage of HBR abstract words per year that are the management terms “organiz”, “manage”, “control”
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Figure 5. Percentage of HBR abstract words per year that are a hyper-management term
Note: Hyper-management terms include: brand, charisma, collabor, creat, culture, divers,
empower, entrepreneur, gender, ident, imag, innovate, leader, partner, risk, strategy, transpar,
val, vision.
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“entrepreneur”

“leader”

“innov”

Figure 6. Percentage of HBR abstracts words per year that are the hyper-management terms “entrepreneur”, “leader”,
“innovat”
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